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QUESTION 1

Your customer wants to keep all functional consultants in a separate benefits group, so you created Function
Consultants Benefits Group. How do you assign the individual functional consultant to this newly created benefits
group? 

A. Assign individuals to the benefit group using the Manage Person task in the Person Management work area. 

B. Assign individual to the benefit group using the Manage Person Habits and Benefit Groups task in the Plan
Configuration work area. 

C. Assign individuals to the benefit group using the Manage Person Habits and Benefit Groups task in the Enrollment
work area. 

D. Assign individuals to the benefit group using the Manage Person task in the Plan Configuration work area. 

E. Assign individuals to the benefit group using the Manage Person task in the Enrollment work area. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

How do you configure the link between the payroll module and benefits? 

A. Link the element to the plan rate. 

B. Link the element to the plan coverage. 

C. Link the payroll to the plan salary basis. 

D. Link the payroll to the plan coverage. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Can you upload student and disability status for multiple persons at one time? 

A. Yes, it can be accomplished through a benefit administrator task. 

B. Yes, it can be accomplished by creating a benefit group. 

C. Yes, it can be accomplished through the spreadsheet loader. 

D. No, this option isn\\'t available. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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A company has XX fusion Benefits Program with seven different plans attached to it. They have gone live with benefits
data in 3 production instance. The company wants to run enrollment for executives and send the data for internal 

discussion. 

How can the benefits administrator perform this task? 

A. Create a default life event for this task XX Admin Life event. Create a benefit group listing all the executives. Create
an eligibility profile with this group and attach it to the program. Then trigger the life event and enroll into a sample data,
and send the summary reports to the company. 

B. Create a default life event for this task XX Admin Life event. Create a separate-eligibility profile. Then enroll the first
of executives into a sample data and send the summary reports to the company. 

C. Create a default life event for this task XX Admin Life event. Attach it to the Plan. Then trigger the life event and
enroll into a sample data, and send the summary reports to the company. 

D. Create a default life event for this I ask XX Admin Life event. Create a benefit group listing all the executives. Create
an eligibility profile with this group and attach it to all the plans. Then trigger the life event and enroll into a sample data,
and send the summary reports to the company. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

XX Life insurance plan has two options: Option 1 enrolls a dependent of age 21 or above and Option 2 enrolls a
dependent aged 18 or less. How do you define a benefit configuration for these two options? 

A. Create two derived factors, one with age as 21 or above and a second with age 18 or less. Create an eligibility profile
and configure these two derived factors under the eligibility profile. Then attach the eligibility profile to XX Life Insurance
Plan 

B. Create one derived factor. Create an eligibility profile and configure the derived factor under the eligibility profile.
Then attach the eligibility profile to XX Life Insurance plan at Option 1, and then attach the same eligibility profile at
Option 2. 

C. Create one derived factor. Create an eligibility profile and configure the derived factor under the eligibility profile.
Then attach the eligibility profile to XX Life Insurance Plan. 

D. Create two eligibility profiles. One with age as 21 or above and a second with age 18 or less. Then attach these
eligibility profiles to XX Life Insurance Plan. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A plan is created for a calendar year from January 1, 2017 and ends on December 31, 2017. The company wants to
create an event on the occurrence of life event date. What will be the life event start date? 

A. as of rate start date 

B. as of coverage start date 
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C. as of event start date 

D. as of enrollment start date 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which is NOT a derived factor type? 

A. Hours Worked 

B. Full-Time Equivalent 

C. Compensation 

D. Grade 

Correct Answer: D 

https://fusionhelp.oracle.com/fscmUI/topic/TopicId_P_97785F9989D66DC3E040D30A688159C5 

 

QUESTION 8

A medical plan (not in program) has the Defined Rate frequency set as Monthly and the Communicated Rate frequency
set as Per Pay Period. The pay period is defined as bi-weekly. 

The rate has been defined with the calculation method as Flat Amount = 65. The currency defined at the plan is U.S.D. 

There are 26 payroll periods in the plan\\'s year period. 

What is the communicated rate value? 

A. 40 

B. 130 

C. 32.5 

D. 30 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

The benefits administrator runs an open enrollment window on March 1, 2017 for Program: XX Life Insurance, but
cannot find the life event date of March 15, 2017. What could be a reason for this? 

A. The life event date configured for XX Life Program is not 15 March 2017 

B. There is no configuration for open enrollment for the XX Life Program. 
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C. A cycle has already run for open enrollment, so no life event date is available. 

D. The benefits administrator has a login from the previous date to that March 20l7. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Can you change the column text of primary and secondary rates on the Benefit self-service page? 

A. No, a change option is not available in the Configure Grouping Display task. 

B. Yes, a change option is available in the Enrollment Configuration task. 

C. Yes, a change option is available in the Configure Grouping Display task. 

D. No, a change option is available in the Configure Grouping Display task, but it doesn\\'t allow a text change. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Given: 

1.

 A benefits administrator entered a New Hire event on May 1, 2015. The life event originally occurred on January 1,
2015. 

2.

 The Transfer event occurred on January 10, 20lb. 

3.

 The Timeliness rule was configured for both life events to 90 days and the collapsing rule was also set When the
participation evaluation process runs on May 5, 2015, the process does NOT evaluate the Marriage event or collapse
any 

events. 

Which two are reasons for this? 

A. No collapsing rule was set. 

B. The process doesn\\'t evaluate other events that occur later than the Marriage event until you decide what action to
take for that event. 

C. The employee is not eligible for life events. 

D. The Marriage event occurred before the Transfer event. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 12

Can you define overspending of a budget pool in flex credit shell plans? 

A. Yes, you can define it in the spending options. 

B. Yes, you can define it in the standard rates. 

C. Yes, you can define it as per the flex credit formula. 

D. No, you do not have a place holder. 

Correct Answer: A 
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